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News and Notes
Appalachian Mountain Club Will Sell
Boston Headquarters, Move Nearby
The Appalachian Mountain Club sold its headquarters on Joy Street in the
Beacon Hill section of Boston in September 2016 and began a search for a
Boston-area building that would serve the growing staff and help expand the
club’s mission locally and beyond. A partnership called 3-5 Joy LLC, based in
Newton, Massachusetts, paid $15 million for the three adjoining row houses.
AMC may remain in the building for up to one year from the date of the sale
as it looks for a new location. The buyers plan to convert the 22,000 feet of
the three buildings back to residential use.
The sale officially closed on September 22 and was authorized by AMC’s
Board of Directors, which includes AMC President and CEO John D. Judge.
AMC’s history at its Beacon Hill location dates back more than 93 years,
to 1923, when the then 47-year-old club purchased 5 Joy Street for offices and
social gatherings. The club’s roots in Boston were well established by then, and
it was expanding its work in outdoor recreation and conservation advocacy.

The Appalachian Mountain Club flag flew at 5 Joy Street for 94 years.
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It bought the two adjoining buildings at 3 and 4 Joy Street in 1975 and at first
largely leased the space to other nonprofits. But over the years, AMC’s staff,
programs, and events like those of AMC’s Boston Chapter, expanded into the
connected buildings.
Judge said that AMC has been fortunate to call Beacon Hill home for
so long. “While we will miss this special place that has been so central to
our history and accomplishments,” he said, “we need to move to space that
better supports our staff and mission. As part of our vision for AMC’s new
headquarters, we’re looking for a space that allows room for long-term
organizational growth, encourages more staff collaboration, reflects our
commitment to energy efficiency and sustainability, offers access to public
transit, and better supports our Boston-based programs.”
Remaining in Boston is important, Judge said. AMC’s initiatives in the
area include the Youth Opportunities Program, which trains and supports
urban youth agency workers and teachers who take young people outdoors;
Outdoors Rx, a partnership with health care providers serving families and
children in vulnerable communities; construction and maintenance of the
230-mile Bay Circuit Trail running through 37 communities around Boston;
and Massachusetts conservation policy work.
“The need to connect urban populations to the outdoors has never been
greater,” Judge said. “Being in the Boston area is critical to our efforts to cultivate the next generation of conservationists, diversify our constituency, and
get more young people outdoors.”
—AMC

Massachusetts Paddlers Get New Campsites
In summer 2016, the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Construction Crew
and volunteers built two new primitive campsites on the Connecticut
River, in Montague and Whately, Massachusetts. The campsites are part of
the Connecticut River Paddlers’ Trail, a series of primitive campsites and
access points from the river’s headwaters in northern New Hampshire to
the Connecticut shore and Long Island Sound. The Paddlers’ Trail currently
covers 280 miles in New Hampshire and Vermont, and AMC and partners
are working to expand the trail into Massachusetts and Connecticut, with the
goal of having primitive campsites every three to five miles. The new campsites
are the first Paddlers’ Trail campsites in Massachusetts and help to close an
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85-mile gap that stretches from Barton’s Cove, Massachusetts, to south of
Hartford, Connecticut, where there are currently no publicly available and
sanctioned campsites.
—AMC

Harriman Outdoor Center Opens in New York
Pick a cabin, a bunkhouse, or a campsite: Whichever you prefer, you now can
bed down in some of New York’s wildest woods, just a smidge over 40 miles
from Midtown Manhattan. Your destination is the Appalachian Mountain
Club’s Harriman Outdoor Center, which opened July 1 in New York’s
Harriman State Park. Surrounded by 225 miles of hiking trails (including
stretches of the Appalachian Trail), with swimming and paddling on the
64-acre Breakneck Pond, the center offers overnight accommodations and
meals for the public. It also offers meeting spaces for school, scouting, youth,
and faith-based groups, as well as family reunions and corporate retreats. See
outdoors.org/harriman for reservations and details.
AMC operates Harriman Outdoor Center in partnership with the
Palisades Interstate Park Commission and New York State Parks. The
partners invested a total of $2 million in the project. AMC’s Construction
Crew worked for months renovating the historic camp’s existing but long
unused shelters, cabins, and tent platforms. The dining hall, the recreation
hall, a large bathhouse, and several cabins and meeting spaces are wheelchair
accessible.
The 46,313-acre Harriman State Park adjoins two tracts of public land
treasured for outdoor recreation: Bear Mountain State Park and Sterling
Forest State Park. Not far away is AMC’s Mohican Outdoor Center, in the
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, about a 90-minute drive
from Manhattan.
Harriman is accessible by public transportation via a 20-minute shuttle to
and from New Jersey Transit’s Tuxedo Station.
—AMC

President Obama Creates National Monument in Maine
On August 25, marking the centennial of the creation of the National Park
Service, President Barack Obama created the Katahdin Woods and Waters
National Monument of 87,500 acres in Maine’s North Woods, east of Baxter
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State Park. The land was donated by Elliotsville Plantation, Inc. (EPI), a family foundation formed by the Burt’s Bees co-founder Roxanne Quimby and
others. The proposal to preserve the land, in the works for many years, was
controversial in Maine, where the state legislature voted symbolically against
it because the timber industry is so important to the state’s economy. But
many conservation advocates had long supported the decision to place the
land under federal management.
The lands between Baxter State Park and the East Branch of the Penobscot
River have long been recognized for their ecological, recreational, and cultural
importance to Maine and beyond. The Appalachian Mountain Club expressed
its support to the Obama Administration and the Maine Congressional
delegation earlier in 2016.
“This is a historic day for Maine,” said AMC’s senior vice president, Walter
Graff. “The expertise of the National Park Service in building trails and
other recreational infrastructure, and helping people learn about spectacular
outdoor places, creates an incredible opportunity for conservation, recreation,
and new nature-based tourism jobs in the region. We applaud President
Obama for making this designation and the generosity of the Quimby–
St. Clair family for donating this land and an endowment to ensure the land’s
integrity is maintained for the benefit of future generations.”
Graff also said: “This new national monument creates the opportunity
for more Americans to experience, enjoy, and understand the iconic Maine
Woods, and to appreciate the region’s Penobscot Indian and logging heritage.
While this is an historic event for Maine, there is still much work to be done
around management planning and public input to ensure that these lands
provide opportunities for people to experience the Maine Woods, provide
protection for important ecological values, and tell the story of the region’s
people. AMC is ready to assist and engage in that work.”
Throughout its history, the AMC has been a strong advocate for national
parks and a partner in the management of recreation on National Park
Service lands. The AMC advocated for some of America’s earliest national
parks, including Mount Rainier and Acadia.
The Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument joins a diverse
matrix of public and privately conserved lands in the Maine Woods, including
the AMC’s 70,000 acres of conservation and recreation lands that provide the
focus for the organization’s Maine Woods Initiative, an innovative approach
to conservation that combines conservation, outdoor recreation, resource
protection, sustainable forestry, and community partnerships. The AMC’s
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land totals more than 100 square miles, all of which is open to the public
for recreation.
AMC notes that conserved lands combined with investment in recreational and visitor infrastructure can bring long-term economic benefits to
local communities. The new national monument in the Katahdin region
is one of the best opportunities in recent years to address the economic
challenges of the region. This generous gift of land and endowment by EPI
is a first step toward realizing the potential ecological, economic, and community benefits of these lands. To achieve those benefits, it must be followed
by ample opportunity for public input, especially from local stakeholders,
and sound planning, investment, and management, the AMC said.
More information on the AMC’s approach to large land proposals in the
Maine Woods region can be found online at outdoors.org/pdf/upload/AMC
-Public-Statement-on-Proposed-Monument_4-27-16.pdf.
With a growing roster of more than 5,000 members in Maine, the AMC
offers educational programs for children, adults, and families; operates its
Maine Wilderness Lodges for the public in the 100-Mile Wilderness region;
operates Knubble Bay Camp and Beal Island Campground in Georgetown and Echo Lake Camp in Acadia National Park; publishes the popular AMC Maine Mountain Guide and Outdoor Adventures: Acadia National
Park (formerly Discover Acadia National Park); and maintains offices in
Portland and Greenville.
More information on AMC’s Maine Woods Initiative is available at
outdoors.org/mwi.
—AMC

Rebuilt Medawisla Lodge & Cabins to Open in Maine
Visitors to the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Medawisla Lodge & Cabins,
rebuilt from the ground up and set to open in summer 2017, will find a new
lodge, an expanded trail network, and views of Katahdin, Maine’s highest
peak, from the camp’s perch on Second Roach Pond, near Kokadjo, Maine.
Guests will be able to try out new multiuse trails for snowshoeing, hiking,
and mountain biking. With a trail system that includes single-track and
woods-road bike routes, Medawisla is poised to become a destination for fattire biking enthusiasts, says Dan Rinard, the AMC’s Maine Woods Initiative
operations manager. The pond is a welcome spot for swimming and paddling.
From the private cabins’ porches, guests can watch moose, loons, and bald
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eagles. As this journal went to press, construction crews were working on five
waterfront cabins, five deluxe hilltop cabins (the latter with bathrooms), two
sixteen-bed bunkhouses, and a pavilion for gatherings.
This reincarnation of the popular Maine sporting camp—located in the
northern reaches of AMC’s conservation and recreation land, in Maine’s
100-Mile Wilderness—replaces aging structures and offers new opportunities
for backcountry recreation. AMC purchased Medawisla in 2006 and
operated it for six years before temporarily closing the facility in 2012 to begin
renovations. More than 50 local residents were hired to work on this project.
The new Medawisla was designed and built to sit lightly on the land,
incorporating such environmentally sustainable features as a robust solarenergy system, composting toilets, and extensive insulation. Lodge and cabin
heat will be provided by locally grown, Forest Stewardship Council–certified
firewood, sustainably harvested on the AMC land.
Like the AMC’s nearby Gorman Chairback Lodge & Cabins and Little
Lyford Lodge & Cabins, Medawisla will be equipped with a wood-fired sauna
for wintertime use. Home-cooked dinners and breakfasts will be provided,
as will trail lunches. Waterfront cabins include kitchenettes, offering guests a
self-service option.
Vehicular access to the lodge and cabins is available year-round, ensuring
accessibility for visitors of all ages and abilities. Winter enthusiasts can enjoy
Medawisla as a cross-country skiing destination, or as the beginning or ending point for a 32.8-mile, lodge-to-lodge ski trek connecting the club’s three
Maine Wilderness Lodges and the fourth-generation, family-owned West
Branch Pond Camps.
“We’re excited to see all the various pieces of Medawisla come together,
and we’re very grateful to the many AMC members, donors, and volunteers
who have supported this important project and our entire Maine Woods Initiative,” says Walter Graff, AMC’s senior vice president. “We welcome folks to
come out and enjoy the magic of Medawisla, where they can hike, bike, ski,
paddle, and simply relax in the beautiful Maine outdoors.”
—Rob Burbank

Fire North of the Wall
There on the Arctic tundra, I searched my tent frantically for a lighter.
Years of wilderness training had taught me the importance of fire, but never
before had the need been greater than it was at that moment. Even as the
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glacial ice melted around me in the heat of an Alaskan summer, I shivered
in desperate need to turn spark to flame and provide the relief these dire
circumstances demanded.
Just the day before I had mused without irony how seldom, if ever, I had
lit a fire in an emergency. I kept a disposable Bic in the same bag as the small
stove I usually carried to boil water for morning coffee or a bowl of ramen
noodles. On countless trips on three continents, I had sparked butane gas
into a jet of blue flame with just a flick of my thumb. But there in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, the necessity of this tiny device then proved more
critical than I had ever imagined. On this paddling trip from the Brooks
Range of Alaska to the Beaufort Sea, I had assumed that infinitely more
important would be my tent and sleeping bag, the many layers of insulated
clothing, my rain gear, even my camera equipment. All these things, which
I had in such abundance, I would have gladly traded for one simple lighter.
I searched in vain as the temperature seemed to drop steadily. I clenched
my teeth against the fear I felt should the lighter go undiscovered. With rising panic, I dumped the contents of each carefully packed dry bag. Checking
and rechecking every last corner of my day pack, my camera bag, every side
pocket of my tent. Nothing was all I found. NOTHING!

James Edward Mills
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COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR

Then suddenly I heard from behind me the sound of my salvation. The
zipper of the tent closest to mine slid open with the chattering sizzle of 10,000
nylon teeth. When the occupant’s head emerged, I spoke in the calmest voice
I could muster.
“Hey, Nells,” I said. “Can I borrow your lighter?”
Turning back, he said from inside his tent, “Sure.”
With far less urgency than I would have preferred, Nells set about the task
of finding his lighter. Meticulously he looked through his gear, but all I could
see was his butt, as it swayed in the door of his tent to the sound of more
zippers, drawstrings, fastening snaps, and swishing nylon fabric. Desperate
for relief, I impatiently swayed as well to these noises, shifting my weight
from one foot to the other and back again. Standing in a soggy thatch of
thawing lichen, my rubber boots squished in sympathetic rhythm as teensy
beads of perspiration formed on my upper lip. When finally Nells rose from
his searching, he said nothing. His silence at first filled me with an emotion nothing short of absolute horror. Could he not find his lighter either? I
thought, as the synapses in my brain fired liked claps of thunder that rumbled
down my spine to the core of my being and rocked my aching bowels.
“Here you go,” he said finally, tossing me his lighter. “That’s a spare. You
can keep it.”
Catching it in a gloved hand as I turned to walk away, I sighed with sincerity, “Thank you!”
Immediately I set out at a fast pace, almost a run, across the open tundra.
Armed with a can of bear spray and no fear, I jogged determinedly beyond the
edge of our camp toward a lonely outpost. There in the distance was a Black
Diamond Megamid tent, which stood silent watch over my urgent objective.
Farther north than I had ever been, I imagined that this one-pole floorless
nylon teepee, like Castle Black in the HBO original series Game of Thrones,
guarded the Seven Kingdoms from Wildlings and White Walkers. And here
in the land of the midnight sun where winter had come and gone, I finally
felt safe north of the wall, and I dropped my pants.
Four years earlier, this similar experience was quite different. Also in
Alaska, but on the Mantanuska Glacier in the Chugach Mountain Range
several hundred miles to the south, I squatted in agony, my pants around
my ankles behind a protective wall of ice. Osteoarthritis in both my hips
had advanced to the point where bending my knees into a sitting position
was almost impossible. While flexing my legs into ridiculously undignified
postures, it was all that I could to do to relieve myself into a biodegradable
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plastic bag filled with kitty litter. It had angered me in sheer frustration that
something as trivial as an inability to take a dump would put an end to my
career as an outdoor professional. Each time I hoisted a heavy pack or pulled
a paddle blade through the water of a rushing stream, I struggled.
But after two successful surgeries to replace my hips with titanium prosthetics, I reclaimed in large measure much of the balance my life had lost.
Able to carry my fair share of expedition gear with near bionic strength, I
was back to explore the wild and wonderful world of nature that I so dearly
loved. And there, camped on the banks of the Hulahula River in the Arctic
Refuge with a lighter in hand, I rallied my courage to venture north of the
wall behind the Megamid tent to find the six-inch trench that was our common toilet, to do what needed to be done.
I understand that many of us have some fear or apprehension when it
comes to spending time in the outdoors. Concern over the otherwise simple
yet vital function of a successful bowel movement need not be one of them. I
am told that fewer than 2,500 people each year visit the Arctic Refuge. Having used the power of legislative action and the collective will of the American
people to keep out those multinational corporations that would exploit this
fragile habitat for its oil and gas resources, I am grateful that the impact of
human occupation can be kept to a minimum. With the same deference to
the landscape as the caribou, the musk ox, or the grizzly bear, our little trench
will leave no trace of our having passed through. If only we could keep in
mind this same spirit of conservation when managing our habitats closer to
home. We might imagine that our local parks are just as precious and delicate.
They, too, are in need of protection and preservation so that they might thrive
for millennia, like the Arctic. And if every citizen might find their park, that
green space in the world so dear to them, we all may discover the peace and
freedom we need to survive.
At last relieved, I doused the soiled paper with lighter fluid and dropped
it into the trench. My pants cinched tight to my waist, I squatted again in
comfort and sparked Nells’s lighter to life with a flick of my thumb. The paper
was set alight with a whompf ! of flame and combusting oxygen. As if on a
funeral pyre, it burned as I stood in reverent silence. Like a fallen soldier of
Castle Black, “his watch had ended.”
I piled dirt over the smoldering embers. With the flat of a shovel blade, I
tamped down the earth over this solemn grave. I put Nells’s lighter into the
red stuff sack, along with the toilet paper and the can of lighter fluid, ready
for its next user. The sack I put a few paces from the Megamid so that it
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could be clearly seen by anyone who approached, a sign that it was open for
business. Turning to take my leave, I crammed my hands into the pockets of
my down jacket only to be shocked with sudden surprise. Rolling my eyes, I
walked away, shaking my head in disgust. There in the warm folds of feathers
and nylon was my lighter.
—James Edward Mills

James Edward Mills is a freelance journalist and outdoor guide. He posted this
essay about his trip to the Arctic on July 4, 2016, on his blog at joytripproject.com.
We print it here with his permission. He has worked in the outdoor industry since
1989 as a guide, outfitter, independent sales representative, writer, and photographer. His book The Adventure Gap: Changing the Face of the Outdoors (Mountaineers
Books, 2014) chronicles the first all–African-American attempt on Denali; the group
reached 19,620 feet and descended in a storm.
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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